A systematic review of pediatric self-report symptom measures: Congruence with the theory of unpleasant symptoms.
Many children and adolescents experience unpleasant symptoms due to acute and chronic illnesses. Several symptom measures specific to children and adolescents are available to assess unpleasant symptoms. What is unclear is how well these measures assess all dimensions of the symptom experience. Using the Theory of Unpleasant Symptoms (TOUS) as a guide, the purpose of this systematic review of self-report symptom measures was to examine the comprehensiveness of current symptom measures designed to assess children's and adolescents' symptom experiences. The TOUS did not guide the development of any of the measures studied; hence, exact parallels were not expected. Currently, no pediatric self-report symptom measures were found that assessed all dimensions of the symptom experience. Four measures captured three dimensions: intensity, timing, and distress. Only two measures assessed quality. Practitioners need to be aware of the dimensions reflected in commonly used symptom measures. Augmentation of these measures is needed in order to assess the entire symptom experience in children and adolescents.